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ALCiT ACHIEVES SOC 2 CERTIFICATION 
Demonstrating Commitment to Data Security 

[Mississauga, Ontario] — ALCiT, a leading provider of Cybersecurity to Small and Medium organizations, 
proudly announces its successful attainment of SOC 2 (Service Organization Control 2) certification. This 
certification underscores ALCiT's unwavering commitment to maintaining its clients' data security and privacy 
standards. SOC 2 compliance is a rigorous and internationally recognized standard established by the 
American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) that focuses on customer data security, availability, processing integrity, 
confidentiality, and privacy. This certification validates that ALCiT has implemented and adheres to stringent 
security and privacy controls, policies, and procedures to protect customer data. 

"We are thrilled to announce that ALCiT has achieved SOC 2 certification, a significant milestone in our 
ongoing commitment to providing a secure and trustworthy environment for our clients," said Loïc Calvez, 
Co-Founder and CEO at ALCiT. "This certification validates our dedication to data security and reinforces our 
clients' trust in us." 

The SOC 2 certification process involves a rigorous assessment by independent auditors who evaluate an 
organization's adherence to the defined criteria. ALCiT's successful certification affirms that the company has 
implemented comprehensive information security policies and procedures to safeguard client data. By 
meeting these criteria, ALCiT assures its clients that their data is handled with the utmost care and complies 
with industry best practices.  

ALCiT remains at the forefront of innovation and excellence in Cybersecurity, and the SOC 2 certification 
further solidifies its position as a trusted partner for organizations seeking the highest data security standards. 

ALCiT was audited by Prescient Assurance , a leader in security and compliance attestation for B2B, SAAS 
companies worldwide. For more information about Prescient Assurance, you may reach out to them at 
info@prescientassurance.com. For more information about ALCiT and its SOC 2 certification, please visit 
ALCiT.com 

ABOUT ALCiT:  
ALCiT is a leading cybersecurity solutions provider specializing in safeguarding small and medium organizations 
against the ever-growing cyber threats in the business landscape. With over two decades of experience, we 
bring expertise, efficiency, and enterprise-grade tools to help businesses become and stay cybersecure. 

ABOUT SOC 2 CERTIFICATION: 
SOC 2 is a framework developed by the American Institute of CPAs (AICPA) for managing and securing 
sensitive data stored in the cloud. The certification is awarded to organizations demonstrating a commitment 
to data security and privacy. 
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